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Video sharing on social clouds is popular among the users around the world. High-Definition (HD) videos have big file size so the
storing in cloud storage and streaming of videos with high quality from cloud to the client are a big problem for service providers.
Social clouds compress the videos to save storage and stream over slow networks to provide quality of service (QoS). Compression of
video decreases the quality compared to original video and parameters are changed during the online play as well as after download.
Degradation of video quality due to compression decreases the quality of experience (QoE) level of end users. To assess the QoE
of video compression, we conducted subjective (QoE) experiments by uploading, sharing, and playing videos from social clouds.
Three popular social clouds, Facebook, Tumblr, and Twitter, were selected to upload and play videos online for users. The QoE
was recorded by using questionnaire given to users to provide their experience about the video quality they perceive. Results show
that Facebook and Twitter compressed HD videos more as compared to other clouds. However, Facebook gives a better quality
of compressed videos compared to Twitter. Therefore, users assigned low ratings for Twitter for online video quality compared to
Tumblr that provided high-quality online play of videos with less compression.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, video posting and sharing are growing over the
social clouds and users share their memories and events of
life with friends around the world. Smartphones are now
commonly used to record video with HD quality and have
Internet access for sharing on the social clouds such as
Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and Google Plus [1]. Users upload
and share HD videos on social clouds but social clouds
compress video files for fast loading of the web page, save
storage because of a large amount of video data, and provide
QoS delivery of video streaming over low-bandwidth networks [2–4]. The purpose of video compression is efficiently
reducing visual data by avoiding the loss of visual quality
due to compression [5]. To achieve video compression rate
with minimum loss of visual data, several algorithms and
video coding standards such as MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG4, H.263, and H.264/AVC are developed [5, 6].

Social clouds store and compress video data by using different video coding standards, so their compression ratios are
different from each other and impact on video quality is also
different. Page loading with HD-quality video is also a major
problem because page requires more network bandwidth to
transfer data from cloud to user and computing resources for
video processing [7]. The video posted on the social cloud
contains distortion and noise as compared to the original
one. Compressed videos are available online for perceiving
and downloading in low quality on the social clouds which
decreases the QoE of the user about the social clouds, but
these videos will not be recovered in original format in which
the video was recorded. Social clouds provide new features
of videos hosting and play to attract users to increase the
popularity of their organization and generate more revenue
[8]. So every social cloud provides customer feedback service
to collect user experience about their services but mostly
users do not interact with the social service provider and
migrate to another social cloud for better QoS.
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Social clouds focus on the quality of service by improving
hardware infrastructure instead of QoE parameters, which
will not express the demand of end user. Quality of experience
is defined as “a blueprint of all human subjective and objective
quality needs and experiences arising from the interaction
of a person with technology and with business entities in a
particular context” [9]. Subjective QoE methods are used
for the assessment of user feedback about video quality,
video streaming, and network services [10]. QoE can be
captured by using two methods: one is subjective and the
other is objective. Objective QoE is subdivided into two
methods: (i) technical QoS data and (ii) cognitive systems
and Human physiological tests [11, 12]. Providing the QoS for
video hosting is a challenge for social cloud service providers
because HD videos take more time to load into a webpage and
the high data size of the video also consumes more storage
amount at cloud side and requires more network bandwidth
to transfer from cloud to client. The main contribution of this
paper is to study and explore the influence of different social
clouds’ video hosting and compression over the user QoE.
We used subjective QoE method to access user satisfication level for different social cloud service providers and
solution also provides the acceptable level of online streaming
of compressed videos as compared to the original video.
During the research work, we repeat experiments with four
videos that have different quality, 2K (1440 P), 720 P HD,
360 P, and 240 P, which were taken from YouTube and posted
on Facebook, Tumblr, and Twitter for the user to perceive
online video to assign ratings and examine the characteristics
and effect on the QoE of video quality.
Our paper is organized into 5 sections: in Section 2
we provide the literature review and Section 3 is based on
lab experiments. Section 4 provides results and discussion;
finally, in Section 5, we conclude our work.

2. Literature Review
QoE assessment of video streaming was investigated in clientserver architecture and impact of network parameters on the
video quality and codecs were considered. Video hosting and
streaming on social clouds were never investigated by anyone
in research work by using video compression parameter. We
include literature of analysis of different factors on video
streaming such as the distance between cloud and user and
subjective QoE of live video streaming over social clouds.
Impact of distance between the clouds and end users on
the QoE was investigated by Laghari et al. [13]. During the
QoE assessment experiments, three different-quality videos
having different bitrate, resolution, and codecs were posted
on the four clouds’ nearby location and long distance.
Network delay response of each cloud was captured by using
the ping command. Users perceived video from each cloud
and provided their QoE assessment by using questionnaire
and the result shows that user assigns high ratings for nearby
location clouds for video streaming and low ratings for long
distance clouds. Long distance causes delay of network traffic,
which affects the QoE of users when they access videos from
clouds.
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Many researchers have done work on the live video
streaming in cloud computing such as Cheng [14] who
proposed framework for adoption of user requirement with
minimum utilization of cloud resources without affecting the
quality of video streaming. The cloud-based media processing framework processes large number of video streams of the
live broadcast in clouds. Wang et al. [15] presented a solution
by using software-defined networks that support alternative
path for continuous, scalable live video streaming service in
a cloud environment to fill user requirement.
In summary, researchers have done work on the cloudbased video streaming and analyzed the QoE of end users
by using different parameters but no such work provided
the assessment of user’s QoE for video compression in social
clouds. To overcome this problem of video compression in
social clouds, we conducted subjective QoE of end users by
posting and streaming video from social clouds.

3. QoE Assessment Design and Experiment
In order to collect QoE of the users for video streaming and
quality on social clouds, we performed various experiments
and asked users to watch and perceive the videos on the
social clouds and ranked the videos for smooth play and
quality of the video. Four videos with different resolution and
quality, 2K (1440 P), 720 p, 360 P, and 260 P, were selected
from YouTube. Videos were downloaded from YouTube
and uploaded (posted) on the leading social cloud storages
Facebook, Tumblr, and Twitter. During the posting of videos,
every cloud reduces the quality of video (data rate, total
bitrate, and size and changes the audio bitrate) which varies
according to cloud’s own secret compression preferences.
QoE assessment experiment was conducted with 134
users; among them, 81 were female and 53 were male subjects,
aged between 20 and 30 years. The majority of students
belonged to Computer Science and Technology Department
and the rest of other departments; few of them were postgraduate students and others were undergraduate students.
A questionnaire was given to users and they were asked to
provide their profile and assign rating for video quality which
they perceive during the online play of video from the social
clouds.
For video display purpose, we follow the recommendations of ITU-R [16] and ITU-T Rec. [17]. The display setting
for watching videos was 21-inch LCD display, which has a
resolution of 1280 × 800. Videos were played in sequence. For
subjects, first original videos which were downloaded from
YouTube were played and then cloud-hosted videos were
played online in real-time streaming from every social cloud
but subjects were unaware of the technical details of videos
like data rate, total bitrate, size, and changes of the audio
bitrate. Before playing the online video, during the experiment, and after completion of watching online streaming of
videos, network speed was measured by using the following
popular site: http://www.speedtest.net. The download speed
of the network is 5.76 MB and upload recorded 3.78 MB
during the experiment.
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3.1. Selection of Videos. The video clips named “Samsung
UHD Demo” (2K = 1440 P), “Fearless-Daffy-Duck” (720 P),
and “Motivate yourself ” (360 P) and Short wildlife video
(240 P) were used for experiments during QoE assessment
of users for social clouds, which were downloaded from
YouTube [18–21], and snapshots are given in Figures 1–4 with
quality parameters. The purpose of selecting 2K (1440 P) to
lowest-resolution, 240 P, video is to conduct QoE assessment
experiment of the user on high quality and low quality to
find which is the best acceptable video quality for hosting
on the social clouds. “Samsung UHD Demo” (2K = 1440 P)
and Fearless-Daffy-Duck 720 P HD videos are selected for
QoE assessment experiment because users always want to
share HD multimedia video on the social clouds and lowquality videos, 360 P and 240 P, were also used in experiments
for social cloud’s compression analysis and user ratings. So
the HD and low-quality videos are selected to find QoE
assessment of users and also degradation of the quality of
video after uploading on the social clouds. The technical
details of videos such as format, frame rate, frame resolution
(width and height), audio bitrate, data rate, total bitrate, and
size are given in Table 1.

4. Results and Discussion
VLC player (version 2.2.1 Terry Pratchett (weatherwax))
[22] is used for opening and playing videos which were
downloaded from social clouds. We conducted QoE test
of video quality degradation due to compression hosted
on social clouds in real-time environment. The purpose of
using four different videos having different sizes, resolutions,
and formats (media codecs) is to get more data about the
user experience of different parameters which provide more
detailed information of user perception and satisfaction.
All videos’ parameters were analyzed and report logs were
generated by using MediaInfo software tool (version 0.7.97)
developed by MediaArea.net SARL [23]. The MediaInfo tool
decodes all information of videos which were compressed
during the upload to Facebook, Tumblr, and Twitter. Table 2
provides information of compression status of “Samsung
UHD Demo” (2K = 1440 P) video of each cloud compared
to original video file. The videos have difference in data rate,
total bitrate, audio bitrate, and storage size.
Impact of lossy compression is different on user’s QoE
as compared to the original video. Facebook, Tumblr, and
Twitter compressed videos by decreasing data rate and total
bitrate but Tumblr and Twitter did not compress the audio
bitrate to reduce the storage size on the cloud. For example,
Facebook compressed to 86% data rate, 84.8% total bitrate,
and 62% audio bitrate to reduce file size to be as low as
3.14 MB; the original one was 20.5 MB. Tumblr slightly less
compressed 75.65% of total bitrate compared with Facebook
and 77.42% of data rate but did not compress the audio
bitrate. It reduces storage file size down to 4.99 MB as the
original one was 20.5 MB but does not have a high impact
on the diminishing of video quality. The same way Twitter
compressed 79.66% data rate and 77.77% total bitrate and
increased 2% audio bitrate to reduce the file size to be as low as
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4.53 MB. Twitter provided good quality for downloaded video
as given in detail in Table 2 but playing the video online has
low quality as shown in Figure 7 where text in image marked
in the red rectangle is distorted as compared to Figures 5 and
6. Effects of video quality degradation during posting and
during the online streaming from the social clouds are shown
in Figures 5–7 and technical parameters comparison of the
original video with posted videos on the social clouds is given
in Table 2.
“Fearless-Daffy-Duck” (720 P) video was uploaded on
the social clouds and parameters of the video were changed
by applying compression by all social clouds. Facebook and
Twitter compressed videos by decreasing data rate, total
bitrate, and audio bitrate but Tumblr was the only social cloud
which compressed the audio bitrate to reduce the storage
size on the cloud; the rest of the parameters were the same
as the original file. For example, Facebook compressed to
42% data rate, 46% total bitrate, and 75% audio bitrate to
reduce file size to be as low as 5.9 MB; the original one was
10.9 MB. Tumblr slightly compressed 1% of total bitrate and
44% of audio bitrate to reduce storage file size but does
not have a high impact on the video quality. The same way
Twitter compressed 9% data rate, 12% total bitrate and 44%
audio bitrate to reduce file size 9.6 MB. Twitter provided HD
quality of downloaded videos as given in detail in Table 3
but playing the video online has low quality as shown in
Figure 10 where text in image marked in the red rectangle
is distorted as compared to Figures 8 and 9. Effects of video
quality degradation during posting and during the online
streaming from the social clouds are shown in Figures 8–10
and technical parameters comparison of the original video
with posted videos on the social clouds is given in Table 3.
Low-quality, 360 p, video “Motivate yourself ” was posted
on social clouds and Facebook compressed 15% data rate,
30% total bitrate, and 80% audio bitrate to reduce file size to
be as low as 1.65 MB; the original one was 2.33 MB. Tumblr
increased 1% of total bitrate and the storage file size is
increased compared to original file but does not have high
impact on the diminishing of video quality. The same way
Twitter compressed 47% data rate, 42% total bitrate, and 29%
audio bitrate to reduce file size to be 1.29 MB. Effects of video
quality degradation during posting and during the online
streaming from the social clouds are shown in Figures 11–13
and technical parameters comparison of the original video
with posted videos on the social clouds is given in Table 4.
Short wildlife video (240 P) was posted on social clouds to
explore the compression parameters for lowest quality video
and user ratings. Facebook compressed 37.6% data rate, 53%
total bitrate, and 84.3% audio bitrate to reduce file size to
be as low as 717 Kb; the original one was 1.45 MB. Tumblr
did not reduce the data rate and audio bitrate of the video
but increased 1% of total bitrate and the storage file size is
increased up to 1.46 MB compared to original file, 1.45 MB,
but does not have high impact on the video quality. The same
way Twitter compressed 42% data rate, 53% total bitrate, and
75% audio bitrate to reduce file size to 700 KB. Effects of video
quality degradation during posting and during the online
streaming from the social clouds are shown in Figures 14–16
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Figure 1: Snapshot of original video (Samsung Demo).

Figure 2: Snapshot of original video (Daffy).

and technical parameters comparison of the original video
with posted videos on the social clouds is given in Table 5.
4.1. Mean Opinion Score. We conducted the experiments and
presented results of video compression parameters of four
videos, which were posted on social clouds and downloaded
for user video quality perception on each video in the
experiments. If the users perceive that the quality of the
video is better, then they assign rating as excellent, and if
they are merely satisfied then they ranked video as fair. If
they are completely dissatisfied, the quality of the video is
annoying and is ranked as bad. Network parameters were
not considered during playing online video from social
clouds because network speed was enough to play videos
without buffering/delay situation. During the experiment, the
situation of buffering/delay due to low network speed or peak
network traffic was never experienced. Results of experiments
are given in Table 6.
The result shows that videos posted on social clouds have
different QoE ratings of the same original videos. Facebook
and Tumblr have high QoE ratings because both compress
less video-related parameters like data rate and total bitrate
but compress audio bitrate more to reduce file size when
uploaded on the user’s timeline, so quality is better compared
to Twitter. Samsung UHD Demo 1440 P HD video was

Figure 3: Snapshot of original video (Motivation).

Figure 4: Snapshot of original video (Wildlife).

played online for users to watch and assign ratings. The
user assigns high ratings to original video because of high
quality with high data rate and bitrate but when the video
was uploaded on social clouds then it was compressed by
social clouds automatically and video quality is damaged due
to compression of data rate and bitrate. The user assigned
low ratings for Twitter video because it is highly compressed
as compared to others such as Facebook and Tumblr videos
which are shown in Figure 17.
Figure 18 shows high ratings for original 720 P video of
Facebook and Tumblr but low ratings for Twitter due to high
compression of video. The technical information of video 720
is shown in Table 3. Facebook compressed 46% of original
video file size as compared to Tumblr and Twitter, but quality
of online played video is better than Twitter, where Twitter
compressed less video file compared to Facebook but online
playing quality is poor [24]. The users assigned low ratings
which were considered as poor and bad category according
to ITU recommendations [16].
360 P video has low QoE ratings for the original video
because 360 P is low-quality video as compared to 1440 P
and 720 P. Facebook compressed 30% and Twitter 45% of the
file by decreasing data rate, total bitrate, and audio bitrate
but Tumblr increased the file size by increasing total bitrate
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Table 1: Original videos’ parameters.
Samsung UHD Demo
(2K = 1440 P)

Fearless-Daffy-Duck
(720 P HD)

Motivate yourself (360 P)

Short wildlife
video (240 P)

Frame width

2560

1280

360

320

Frame height

1440

720

360

180

Data rate

5667 kbps

1493 kbps

311 kbps

269 kbps

Total bitrate

5774 kbps

1687 kbps

409 kbps

405 kbps

Frame rate

30 frames/sec

25 frames/sec

29.9 frames/sec

29.9 frames/sec

Audio bitrate

126 kbps

192 kbps

96 kbps

128 kbps

Storage size

20.5 MB

10.9 MB

2.33 MB

1.45 MB

Technical parameters

Playing length
Format (media type)

29 sec

54 sec

47 sec

30 sec

MP4 (base media)

MP4 (Moving Picture
Experts Group version 4)

MP4 (base media/version
2)

MP4 (base media)

Table 2: Original versus cloud compressed videos’ parameters (Samsung UHD Demo (2K = 1440 P)).
Samsung UHD Demo
(2K = 1440 P)

Original video

Facebook video

Tumblr video

Twitter video

Frame width

2560

1280

1280

1280

Height

1440

720

720

720

Data rate

5667 kbps

835 kbps

1280 kbps

1153 kbps

Total bitrate

5774 kbps

879 kbps

1407 kbps

1284 kbps

Frame rate

30 frames/sec

30 frames/sec

30 frames/sec

30 frames/sec

Audio bitrate

126 kbps

48 kbps

126 kbps

128 kbps

Storage size

20.5 MB

3.14 MB

4.99 MB

4.53 MB

29 sec

29 sec

29 sec

29 sec

MP4 (base media)

MP4 (base media)

MP4 (base media)

MP4 (base
media/version 2)

Playing length
Format (media type)

Table 3: Original versus cloud compressed videos’ parameters (Fearless-Daffy-Duck 720 P).
Fearless-Daffy-Duck
video properties

Original video

Facebook video

Tumblr video

Twitter video

Frame width

1280

1280

1280

1280

Height

720

720

720

720

Data rate

1493 kbps

873 kbps

1493 kbps

1361 kbps

Total bitrate

1687 kbps

920 kbps

1623 kbps

1493 kbps

Frame rate

25 frames/sec

25 frames/sec

25 frames/sec

25 frames/sec

Audio bitrate

192 kbps

48 kbps

128 kbps

128 kbps

Storage size

10.9 MB

5.98 MB

10.5 MB

9.65 MB

54 sec

54 sec

54 sec

54 sec

MP4 (base media)

MP4 (base
media/version 2)

Playing length
Format (media type)

MP4 (Moving Picture
Experts Group version 4)

MP4 (base media)
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Table 4: Original versus cloud compressed videos’ parameters (Motivate yourself 360 P).

“Motivate yourself”
video properties
Frame width
Height
Data rate
Total bitrate
Frame rate
Audio bitrate
Storage size
Playing length
Format (media type)

Original video

Facebook video

Tumblr video

Twitter video

360
360
311 kbps
409 kbps
29.9 frames/sec
96 kbps
2.33 MB
47 sec
MP4 (base
media/version 2)

360
360
266 kbps
289 kbps
29.97 frames/sec
20 kbps
1.65 MB
47 sec

360
360
311 kbps
414 kbps
29.97 frames/sec
96 kbps
2.35 MB
47 sec

MP4 (base media)

MP4 (base media)

240
240
167 kbps
240 kbps
29.97 frames/sec
68.4 kbps
1.29 MB
47 sec
MP4 (base
media/version 2)

Figure 5: Snapshot of Facebook video.

Figure 7: Snapshot of Twitter video.

Figure 6: Snapshot of Tumblr video.

Figure 8: Snapshot of Facebook video.

which did not impose a high impact on the quality of video
as compared to original video as technical information shows
in Table 4. Figure 19 illustrates that Facebook and Twitter
have less QoE ratings as compared to Tumblr because Tumblr
did not compress the original file when it is uploaded on the
cloud.
Wildlife 240 P video is the video with lowest quality in
all videos used in QoE assessment experiments. Due to the
low quality of original video, users assign lowest ratings as
compared to other videos. Further social clouds compressed
the original video and damaged the quality of video so user

ratings were also low. Tumblr is the only social cloud that
did not compress the video but increased bitrate by 1% and
audio bitrate so user assigns marginally high ratings compare
to teh other social clouds. User ratings are given in Table 6
and results are also given in Figure 20.
Figure 21 shows the comparison of MOS of all original videos as well as videos compressed by social clouds.
Technical information of experiment is a proof that Tumblr
compressed less total bitrate and audio bitrate of HD files
but did not compress any parameter for low-quality files.
Facebook compressed audio bitrate more as compared to the
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Table 5: Original versus cloud compressed videos’ parameters (Short wildlife video 240 P).
Short wildlife video
(240 P)

Original video

Facebook video

Tumblr video

Twitter video

Frame width
Height
Data rate
Total bitrate
Frame rate
Audio bitrate
Storage size
Playing length

320
180
269 kbps
405 kbps
29.9 frames/sec
128 kbps
1.45 MB
30 sec

320
180
168 kbps
191 kbps
29.97 frames/sec
20.1 kbps
717 KB
30 sec

320
180
269 kbps
407 kbps
29.97 frames/sec
128 kbps
1.46 MB
30 sec

MP4 (base media)

MP4 (base media)

MP4 (base media)

320
180
157 kbps
192 kbps
29.97 frames/sec
32.2 kbps
700 KB
30 sec
MP4 (base
media/version 2)

Format (media type)

Table 6: User MOS.
Samsung UHD Demo
(2K = 1440 P)
Cloud
Original
video
Facebook
Twitter
Tumblr

MOS
4.9
4.6
2.1
4.4

Fearless-Daffy-Duck
(720 P)
Cloud
Original
video
Facebook
Twitter
Tumblr

MOS
4.6
4.1
2.8
4.3

Motivate yourself (360 P)
Cloud
Original
video
Facebook
Twitter
Tumblr

MOS
4.1
3.4
2.1
3.6

Short wildlife video (240 P)
Cloud
Original
video
Facebook
Twitter
Tumblr

MOS standard scale

MOS

Excellent

5

3.1

Good

4

1.9
1.2
2.3

Fair
Poor
Bad

3
2
1

Figure 9: Snapshot of Tumblr video.

Figure 11: Facebook snapshot.

Figure 10: Snapshot of Twitter video.

Figure 12: Tumblr snapshot.
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Samsung UHD Demo (2＋ = 1440 P)

5
4.5
4
3.5
MOS

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Original
video

Figure 13: Twitter snapshot.

Facebook

Twitter

Tumblr

Social clouds
Samsung UHD Demo
(2＋ = 1440 P) MOS

Figure 17: MOS graph of 1440 P video.
Fearless-Daffy-Duck (720 P)

5
4.5
4
3.5

Figure 14: Facebook snapshot.

MOS

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Original
video

Facebook

Twitter

Tumblr

Social clouds
Fearless-Daffy-Duck
(720 P) MOS

Figure 18: MOS graph of 720 P video.
Motivate yourself (360 P)

4.5
4

Figure 15: Tumblr snapshot.

3.5

MOS

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Original
video

Facebook

Twitter

Social clouds
Motivate yourself
(360 P) MOS

Figure 16: Twitter snapshot.

Figure 19: MOS graph of 360 P video.

Tumblr
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5. Conclusion

Short wildlife video (240 P)

5
4.5
4
3.5
MOS

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Original
video

Facebook

Twitter

Tumblr

Social clouds
Short wildlife video
(240 P) MOS

Figure 20: MOS graph of 240 P video.
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Comparison of QoE of video quality in social
clouds

In this paper, we conducted several experiments on social
cloud video compression and uploaded videos on different
popular social clouds to measure user satisfaction level about
video quality. The results included in this paper have shown
that user satisfaction level is excellent when original videos
with high quality were perceived by the user, but ratings
were decreased for video quality when videos were posted
on Twitter cloud and videos were distorted due to high
compression level. Facebook provides good visual quality for
HD videos after compression and plays videos on different
quality scales but Tumblr and Twitter do not provide different
quality scale playing options for HD-quality videos. This
research work provides an assessment of users perception
that they suffered from the video quality distortion due
to compression of social clouds and final visual quality is
decreased below fair for Twitter, which is given in scale of
MOS.
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